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Pair Of Vases 

6 000 EUR

Period : 19th century

Condition : Bon état

Material : Lead

Height : 78.5
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Dealer

Le Grenier du Moulin
Meubles et objets d'art du 17eme au 20eme siècle

Tel : 02 48 73 80 09

Mobile : 0678790021 ou 0607817114

1 impasse de l'abbé Moreux

Argent-sur-Sauldre 18410

Description

Pair of vases with lead volutes, eighteenth /

nineteenth time, after the crater with scrolls in

marble, vase called "Sosibios" which belonged to

Louis XIV, this vase is visible at the Louvre.

Description of the decoration: The ivy branches

adorning the neck and the godron motif on the

lower part of the belly are also very close to the

Greek examples. The handles are terminated by

fasteners in the shape of gooseneck. On the belly,

the bas-relief decor depicts a Bacchic procession

in which President Artemis and Hermes gather

around an altar with a burning fire. The goddess,

the quiver on her back and the bow in her left

hand, holds a deer by a paw and thus manifests as

a huntress. Hermes is represented wearing the

short coat of travelers, the chlamys, brandishing

the caduceus. At the sound of musical



instruments, maenads, celebrants of the cult of

Dionysus, punctuate the procession of their

dances. A dancing satyr, a warrior in arms, and

Apollo, who plays the zither, accompany them.
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